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Modeling Physiologically Plausible Eye Rotations
Adhering to Donders’ and Listing’s Laws

Andrew T. Duchowski · Sophie Jörg

Abstract To realistically animate eye movements, synthetic
eyeballs must adhere to Donders’ and Listing’s laws, limit-
ing torsional rotations when the head is fixed. We briefly
review oculomotor rotation and provide a straightforward
model that constrains torsion in response to an input look
point which can serve to drive an avatar’s gaze.
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1 Introduction

Engaging virtual characters are highly relevant in many fields,
from entertainment to virtual reality applications. Looser and
Wheatley [5] show that people are largely influenced by the
appearance of the eyes when rating the animacy of virtual or
real characters. For realistic, humanlike characters, correct
gaze animation becomes especially important [2].

Ruhland et al. [12] survey the current state-of-the art in
eye and gaze animation. They consider the synthesis of sac-
cades, i.e., rapid shifts of gaze, smooth pursuits (tracking
motions), binocular rotations implicated in vergence, and
the coupling of eye and head rotations (e.g., the Vestibulo-
Ocular Reflex (VOR)). However, no mention is made of the
theory of constrained eyeball rotation according to Donders’
and Listing’s laws [13].

In a recent approach to eye movement synthesis, i.e., Yeo
et al.’s [16] Eyecatch simulation, rotations of the avatar’s
eyeballs were not discussed in detail; Listing’s and Don-
ders’ laws as they apply to gaze rotation were not mentioned
(Donders’ law was implicated only in head rotation).

We briefly review oculomotor rotations adhering to Don-
ders’ and Listing’s laws. Prior models present eye rotations
from the perspective of capturing and modeling observed
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gaze behavior, but do not necessarily take into account their
synthetic reproduction, i.e., animation [4,11]. We show in
this paper how previous models based on quaternion rota-
tions can be implemented in a straightforward manner to
ensure physiologically plausible eye rotations.

2 Background: The Theory of Oculomotor Rotation

The eyes’ rotations can be described mathematically using
quaternions, making graphical modeling of their movement
fairly straightforward. However, what is often overlooked
are constraints of orbital rotations following Listing’s and
Donders’ laws, which state that eyeball rotations can effec-
tively be modeled as compositions of rotations exclusively
about the vertical and horizontal axes, with negligible tor-
sion when head direction is fixed.

Using recorded gaze movements from monkeys and hu-
mans, Tweed et al. [13] define the eyeball’s primary position
as one in which the gaze vector is orthogonal to Listing’s
plane, the plane of displacement, which essentially models
the tilt of the head. Listing’s law states that the eye assumes
only those orientations that can be reached from the primary
position by a single rotation about an axis lying in Listing’s
plane. For modeling purposes, Listing’s law, a refinement of
Donders’ law, states that in the absence of head tilt and with
static visual surrounding, we can effectively ignore the eye-
ball’s torsional component (rotation about the view vector)
when modeling saccades [10]. In practice, torsion fluctua-
tions of up to about 5◦ have been observed [1].

Interestingly, Tweed and Vilis [14] show that the pri-
mary gaze direction varies between primates (e.g., preferred
head tilt varies within humans as well as within monkeys,
and between the two groups, with monkeys generally car-
rying their heads tilted slightly more back than humans, on
average). We believe that this variability in preferred pri-
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(a) looking ahead (b) no torsion (c) slight torsion (d) implausible ∼180◦ torsion

Fig. 1 Eye rotation from primary position (a): (b) no torsion modeling Listing’s and Donders’ laws; (c) slight torsion due to Listing’s plane tilt;
(d) implausible torsion though mathematically possible if quaternions are not constrained.

mary gaze direction is a factor in believability of virtual ac-
tors which may not have been previously exploited. Ma and
Deng [6], for example, describe a model of gaze driven by
head direction/rotation, but their gaze-head coupling model
seems to be designed in a fashion that is contrary to physi-
ology: head motion appears to trigger eye motion. Instead,
because the eyes are mechanically “cheaper” and faster to
rotate, the brain usually triggers head motion when the eyes
exceed a certain saccadic amplitude threshold (about 30◦;
see Murphy and Duchowski [8] for an introductory note on
this topic). Nevertheless, Ma and Deng and then later Peters
and Qureshi [9] both provide useful models of gaze/head
coupling with a good “linkage” between gaze and head vec-
tors. A quaternion model offers similar functionality, focus-
ing on eyeball rotation in response to head tilt.

2.1 Oculomotor Rotation Mechanics

A coordinated model of the movement of the head and eyes
relies on a plausible description of the eyeball’s rotation with-
in its orbit. Eyeball rotation, at any given instant in time tk,
is described by the deviation of the eyeball from its primary
position. This rotation can be described by the familiar Euler
angles used to denote roll, pitch, and yaw. Mathematically,
a concise and convenient representation of all three angles
in one construct is afforded by a quaternion that describes
the eyeball’s orientation, which describes the direction of
the vector ge emanating from the eyeball center and termi-
nating at the 3D position of gaze in space, or the look point:
x̂k =

(
p̂k,x, p̂k,y, p̂k,z

)
.

Tweed et al. [13] specify the quaternion in question in
relation to the bisector Ve of the current reference gaze di-
rection ge and primary gaze vector gp. To precisely model
Listing’s law, assuming Ve is a normalized forward-pointing
vector orthogonal to the displacement plane (which may be
tilted back), the quaternion q expressing the rotation be-
tween gp and ge is q=[Ve ·ge,(−Ve×ge)] in a right-handed
coordinate system. The quaternion q is a vector with four
components, q=(q0,qτ ,qV ,qH), with q0 the scalar part of

q; qτ , qV , and qH are the torsional, vertical, and horizontal
rotational components, respectively.

Listing’s and Donders’ laws are important for setting up
traditional computer graphics rotations of the eyeball be-
cause together they not only specify a convenient simplifica-
tion but they also specify a physiologically observable con-
straint, namely qτ =0, negligible visible torsion. Moreover,
head/eye movement coordination is made implicit since List-
ing’s plane can be used to model the orientation of the head
with quaternion q fixed to lie in Listing’s plane. This is
accomplished by first setting the gaze direction vector gr
to point at reference point x̂k, then specifying the rotation
quaternion’s plane by parameters f , fV , and fH , which are
used to express qτ as a function of qH and qV : qτ = f +
fV qV + fHqH . If f is not 0, then the reference position x̂k
does not satisfy Listing’s law (see Fig. 1). Quaternion e=
(
√

1− f 2, f ,0,0), however, does, and has the same direc-
tion as gr. To force q to adhere to Listing’s law, we set up
quaternion e−1 =(

√
1− f 2,− f ,0,0) and right-multiply q.

This fixes the reference position adjusting the quaternion’s
torsional component. To find Listing’s plane, the normal vec-
tor is computed by specifying the quaternion of the primary
position relative to e as p=(V1,V0,−V3,V2) where V = (1,
− fV ,− fH)/|(1,− fV ,− fH)|. Quaternion q is then left-multi-
plied by p−1 giving p−1qe−1 as the corrected rotation quater-
nion satisfying Listing’s law such that qτ = 0. What is im-
portant to note here is that gr describes the orientation of
the head. That is, gr can be used to model an avatar’s pre-
ferred head tilt, and thus primary gaze direction, or rotation
undergone during vergence eye movements.

2.2 Modeling Induced Torsion during Vergence

Torsional eye movements are associated with vergence or
can occur in response to specific visual stimuli [15]. Tweed
et al.’s [13] quaternion framework models Listing’s law by
negating cyclotorsion (qτ =0). The shape of the surface to
which the eye position quaternions are constrained resem-
bles a plane when only the eyes move and the head is station-
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(a) looking in, level (b) looking in and up (c) looking in and down

Fig. 2 Eye rotation during 30◦ vergence (qV =0.07): (a) no torsion ( f =0.00) when gaze level; (b) slight intorsion ( f =−0.06) looking up; (c) slight
extorsion ( f =0.06) looking down. The plane drawn behind the (left) eye is a visualization of the rotation of gaze direction gr during convergence.

ary. When gaze shifts involve both the eye and head (e.g.,
during VOR), the rotation surface twists and becomes non-
planar [3], a twist that is similar to that produced by a Fick
gimbal model of eyeball rotations [11].

Tweed et al.’s [13] quaternion framework does not ex-
plicitly consider vergence movements. Mok et al. [7] sug-
gest that eye positions during vergence remain restricted to
a planar surface (Listing’s plane), but that surface is rotated
relative to that observed for far targets. The rotation is such
that during convergence both eyes undergo extorsion dur-
ing downward gaze shifts and intorsion during upward gaze
shifts, i.e., Listing’s plane of the left eye is rotated to the
left about the vertical axis (qV >0) while that of the right is
rotated to the right (qV <0).

For example, vergence of degree θ can be modeled by
constructing quaternion q̂=(cos(θ/2),sin(θ/2)v) where v
denotes the vertical axis (0,1,0), and then rotating gr via
q̂grq̂−1, as illustrated by Fig. 2.

During convergence, primary position is rotated tempo-
rally by approximately two-thirds the angle of vergence. Our
model currently does not take into account refinements con-
cerning VOR within the basic quaternion framework, but
produces correct vergence eye movements in the context of
head-free (instead of head-fixed) rotations and allows target-
ing of the eye at a look point x̂k. This point may in turn be
animated to rotate the eye, e.g., via a procedural model.

3 Conclusion

We presented a physiologically plausible model of eye ro-
tations, adhering to Donders’ and Listing’s laws, correctly
modeling torsion when the head is still, tilts, and during ver-
gence eye movements.
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